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Introduction 
CONTRACTING AS A SCIENCE 
by 
David V. Lamm 
and 
Steven A. Park 
The concept of contracting as a science has been, in recent 
years, lightly addressed in the literature and has briefly 
invaded discussions among theorists and practitioners. Much of 
t h e r2search undertaken within the contracting boundaries jas 
~een primarily application oriented, designed to solve a 
?articular ?roblen or support a general supposition. Regardless 
uf t ne r i gor introduced into these research efforts, tney have 
gone largely unnoticed by the general . contracting comnunity 
because they fail the test of solid grounding in a theoretical 
framework characterized by principles and laws. 
The idea that contracting is, or could be identified as, a 
science is viewed by many as a worthless exercise. Those who 
have given much thought to this notion are widely diverse in 
their opinion regarding the validity or necessity of 
distinguishing contracting as a science. Because contracting has 
been frequently considered as a service or support function 
accomplished by adrainistrative-type personnel, it is typically 
held as a non-discipline, unworthy of any serious analysis. 
Little effort, therefore, has been put forth to identify a 
methodology of contracting and the body of contracting knowledge. 
1 
Although several textbooks an<l articles have been published 
setting forth the "Principles" of procurement, purchasing, 
acquisition or contracting, none have attempted to define a 
"contracting principle" or to develop a theory of contracting 
within which its various aspects could be examined. At best, 
these can only be portrayed as "policies," 11 functions 11 or 
"procedures. 11 
This article is devoted to the proposition that contracting 
is a science, albeit in infant stages, and the evolution o:c 
contracting into a mature science can only occur with the careful 
identification of its underlying principles integrated into a 
systematic tneory, rigorously tested and constantly challengeG. 
•:J.:. t h ;:riis .:Jase, ~heor ists and pr act i -cioners can oeg in to 2:q;;~ ::>re 
and build the sound theoretical foundation necessary for 
contracting science activities: data collection, evaluation, 
analyses and prediction. 
· Bartels, in addressing the emerging issue of marketing as a 
science over three decades ago, contends that: 
~/-
r
·If marketing is to be regarded as a science, the study of 
it both in form and content must correspond to the 
standards of science in the social realm. First, the 
objective of observation and investigation must be the 
establishment of general laws ~r broad principles, not 
merely settled rules of action or operating procedures. 
Second, prediction made possible through the development 
of laws should be of social import and not merely 
institutional application. Third, theory and hypotheses 
employed in prediction and in the drawing of further 
inferences should be useful for the extension of 
knowledge as well as for guiding administrative means 
2 
toward profitable ends. Fourth, abstractions as well as 
concrete facts shotld be used in the explanation of 
marketing phenomena. 
The same might be said of contracting. Without knowing, and 
perhaps even caring, those involved in the study of contracting 
phenomena have "violated" each of the four standards offered by 
Bartels. First, the onj ective of observation and inve_st.igation 
i n the c on t r a c t ins f i e 1 a has not be en t he -es tab I i s lfr,1 en t o £ 
general laws or btoad principles and has rarely r~sen much above 
settled ~ules of act i on or operating p rocedures~ :Jes pi te L12 
label of "principle," contracting r esearch has resulted ~n a :oc 
pourri of ~anage • ent p olicies and ac~ions. In 21rplcr ing clle 
environ• ent of Federa..L contract i ng res2a r- c ~1ers, ~·Ti2.liar:1s a nd 
Arvis lanent c~at: 
Where they would seek rigorous analysis, they find 
anecdote and opinion; instead of objectivity, advocacy; 
products based not on empirical study, but on essay and 
exposition; no integrated accumulating body of knowledge, 
but isolated collections of works on related topics. 2 
Regarding Bartels' second standard~ virtually every issue 
studied has been pursued for institutional application. This has 
been a function of sponsorship and funding. The mechanism 
doesn't exist to develop contracting laws independent of 
institutional bias, and any predictive capability of research 
results has not been developed for its social import but 
1 Bartels, Robert, "Can Marketing Be A Science?" The 
Journal of Marketing, Vol. xv, No. 3, January 1951, p. 323. 
2williams, Robert F. and Paul F. Arvis, "The Possibility of 
A Contracting Science," 1985 Proceedings of the Federal 
Acquisition Research Symposium, pp. 26-27. 
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primarily for its institutional applicability. 
might ask what is even intended by social import. 
Further, one 
Perhaps the 
ability to use laws to predict for institutional benefit may be 
of sufficient social import in and of itself. 
Bartels's third standard is more difficult to assess because 
the contracting discipline has failed to generate a 3ystemac i c 
t he o r y a n a s et o f i1 y po t -h es 2 s , 1 et- -alone em-pl o y them in a 
predictive capacity. When such a level has been achieved (theory 
a n d i1 y p o t h e s e s ) , s i g n i f i c a n t e £ £ o r t w i 11 0 e n e. c. es s a r y 1:. o 
r e c o g n i z e h o u ~ n ow l e d g e m i 9 n c :J e e x t e.n d e d o v e. r_ t :i e 2 o r 2 
compelling requireraent to predict for decisi on-making purposes~ 
Lastly, the contracting Ji3ci9l i ne nas y et to icientify ::nos2 
abst£actions relevant to the 2xn1anation ~£ contrac~~ng phenon2na 
before ensuring they are integrated with concrete facts. 
The Nature of Science 
Before embarking on an exploration of contracting as a 
science, it would be useful to first examine the characteristics 
and criteria of science. Such an examination should reveal the 
structure within which contracting must necessarily be analyzed, 
and successfully so, before achieving science status. A brief 
discussion of the requirements, functions, goals and aspects of 
science will hopefully lead to a better grasp of the manner in 
which contracting as a science must be observed and recognized. 
Although raany definitions of science exist, Campbell may well 
have best defined science by stating: 
Science is the study of those judgments concerning which 
universal agreewent can be obtained. It is the fact ti1at 
4 
there are things concerning which universal agreement can 
be obtained which gives rise to our belief in the 
external world, and it is the judgments which are 
universally agreed upon fhich are held to give us 
information about the world. 
This view of science is supported by Ziman through his 
argument that "the goal of science is to achieve a consensus of 
rational opinion over the widest possible field." 4 
Campbell speaks of "universal agreement" while Ziman speaks 
of "consensus of rational opinion." Both of these require that 
members of the community have an opportunity to evaluate and 
examine those iteBs to be judged, and further, to set forth 
a g r e em en t Id i sag re em en t o r an opinion r e g a rd in g these · i. t ems • 
Science, therefore, inVOJ.Ves an examination of opinions or 
propositions with the objective of reaching general consensus 
(possiblj universal agreement) with respect to these opinions or 
propositions. Science consists of laws and theories which have 
survived critical testing and study by capable and disinterested 
individuals and which are found "so persuasive that they are 
almost universally accepted." 5 
If science is the striving for general consensus of 
judgoents, what are the essential characteristics of a science? 
Although mu·ch debate has occurred on this topic, Hunt has emerged 
with one of the most widely accepted views of the substantive 
3campbell, Norman, What Is Science?, Dover Publications, 
Inc., 1952, p. 27. 
4 ziman, John H., Public Knowledge, University Printing 
House, 1968, p. 9. 
5 r· · a 01 • 
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characteristics differentiating sciences from other disciplines. 
These include: 
1. A distinct subject matter 
2. The description and classification of the subject matter 
3. The presumption of underlying uniformities and 
regularities concerning the subject matter 
,1 
-::: . The adopt i on if the method of science for studying 
subject matter 
Following a brief discussion of scientific laws, theories and 
p~inciples, these four essential characteristics will je use ci to 
analyze the degree to which contracting meets the definitional 
deraands of science. 
Science is structured by the following: 
1. Observations (empirical data) 
2. Concepts and constructs which are abstractions of 
phenomenon or other higher level concepts 
3. Hypotheses which express possible explanations of cause 
and effects 
4. Principles or laws which consist of hypotheses that have 
been subjected to some form of experimental verification 
5. Theories or derived propositions which relate data, 
hypotheses and laws in a general and consistent 
structure7 
6eunt, Shelby, Marketing Theory: Conceptual Foundations of 
Research Marketing, GRID, Inc., 1976, p. 21. 
7 Heuer, Gerald R. J., Major, USAF, Kingston, John c., 
Captain, USAF, and Williams, Eddie L., Captain, USAF, A Proposed 
Definition and Taxonomy for Procurement Research in the 
Departnent of Defense, unpublished Masters thesis, Air Force 
Institute of Technology, Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio, 
September 1977. 
6 
One of the key elements of this structure is the idea of laws 
or principles. Siraply stated, a law is an· "assertion of an 
invariable association." 8 Invariable, as used here, implies an 
unchanging or constant association. Laws are considered the raw 
raaterial 0£ a science. Not only are complex, sophisticated laws 
a l \;ays being Dui .::: £rem Gore elementary and 3.:i.wpl.er laws, :.)Ut the 
e Lemen car y , s imp l e r laws a re a l ways in c r1 e p r o c es s of 0 e in g 
oroken down into • ore basic invariable associations. 9 Thus, 
sci em: i f i c l a,., s a .r e i n a con Gt ant stat e o £ e :: am in at ion and 
development. L aw~ o rd e r e :{ p e r i enc 2 s , t i-i a -c i s t n e y " c hang G 
miscellaneous col l ections of appax ently unconnected ooservac i ons 
into a connec~ea s eries of _?artic'!.l L :ir 
needed .:)ecause t ney ::1ake :1ature intel l iq L:Jl2. 
Although the invariable association require@ent is the 
fundamental and primary requirement needed to classify a law, 
other criteria must also be met. 
as additional criteria of laws: 
Hunt has stated the following 
1. Generalized conditionals: If/then relationship. 
2. Empirical content: Laws must have a basis in factual 
observations; nonsense statements or strictly analytical 
statements would not qualify. 
3. Nomic Necessity: The implication that the occurrence of 
some phenomenon raust be associated with sorae other 
phenomenon; the relationship cannot be just chance 
(invariable association). 
8campbell, What Is Science?, p. 49. 
9 rbid., pp. 43-45. 
lO b. -, 68 I 10., p. • 
7 
4. Systematically integrated: Laws must not be just a 
summary state~ent of observed regularities, jut raust be 
aole to be assimilated into the ·larger body of scientific 
knowledge. 11 
Laws are generally recognized to be of two types: enpirical 
and theoretical. These types are distinguished by the wethods 
through which they are deriveci. 12 
2 ~ p i .: i c a l l .:1 u s .J. 2: 2 g e n e r a l i z 3. t .:. o n s ~ e r i v c ci z r o ~-~ a n 
accumulated ~ass of evidence. Theoretical =.a:~JS, on tne ot:"1er 
hand, 
. essencia~~y interpret.J.tions jased upon presupposed 
notions and not upon tangible ~easurable evidence. 
rules of. inf:erence.s upon tne '.Jas is oi. \Jhich :;ronan i.!.. i -c~-
and ;_nediction are war-ranted .13 
~-Jitn t:heoretical L:1\·1sr ait.:1cugn . 2J:f)ericnc2 and 
to be plausible if it is well framed. · Theoretical laws are 
identified mostly with the social sciences. 14 
Scientific laws can also be classified into various 
categories in accordance with such factors as time, universality 
and range. 15 
principles. 
A distinction must be made between laws and 
Whereas laws are "invariable associations," 
principles are considered to be fundamental truths or fundamental 
assumptions. They are, in essence, higher order laws in that 
11eunt, Marketing Theory. pp. 64-66. 
12eartels, "Can Marketing Be A Science?" pp. 320. 
13 rbid. 
14 rbid., p. 321. 
15ttunt, Marketing Theory, pp. 30-96. 
8 
principles are basically laws that are held to be of "extreme 
central importance or significance to a discipline." 16 In 
addition, substantial evidence which corroborates the validity 
and reliability of the principle is available. The hierarchial 
relations hips between principles, laws, law-like generalities, 
and empirical generalities are illustrated in Figure 1. 
Just as laws are used to describe invariable associations, 
theories are used in science as a means of describing or 
explaining laws. To use a formal definition, 
A theory is a systematically related set of statements, 
incl u ding some law-like generalizacions, t hat is 
empirically testable. The purpose of theory is to 
increase scientific understanding through a syste~acize0 
st r uc tu re f,apaol e of ooth e~:pla ini_ng and predict ins 
_?nenonenon.. ' 
Three elem~nts are essential to this definition. First is 
the concept of "systematically related." The statements used to 
explain phenomena must be incorporated into the total body of 
scientific knowledge; isolated statements do not contribute to 
the expansion of scientific understanding. 
Second, theories must be "empirically testable." This is 
needed to ensure that different investigators with different 
attitudes, beliefs and techniques are able to conduct tests and 
make observations concerning the validity of the theories. 
Again, since the purpose of theories is to expand scientific 
16 rbid., p. 76. 
17 rbid., p. 104. 
9 
Figure 1 
HIERARCHY OF SCIENCE 
The evidence corroborating certain 
laws is overwhelming, and the laws 
are held to be of extreme central 
significance or iraportance to a 
discipline are called---------------------> 
Law-lik2 generalizations £or which 
there is substantial corroborative 
empirical support are called--------------> 
Generalized conditionals that (a) 
have el:lpirical content:, (b) exhibit 
nomic necessity, and (c) are systenatic-
ally integrated into a scientific body 
oi knowledge are called-------------------> 
r".!...-, _,_ ·.::.;~ 1 en:..,.... .!-. J1a+- ~--'eC l rv ... .,. ~la-'- 1.· on·c h ~ . ... U l,. U (.. '-. •, • L. ..,J '-' L '- -..J !°_;' . - ~ Cl, .I. '- l,. .._, LJ - !;°' 





GENERAL I Z A 'l1 I 011 S 
l 
"I£ X occurs, then Y wou~d be ei~pected GElmRALIZED 
to occur" are called----------------------> CONDITIONALS 
Source: Hunt, Marketing Theory 
knowledge, any theory not empirically testable would not be able 
to serve this purpose. 
Finally, theories must explain and predict. By "specifying 
what variables are related to what other variables and how they 
are related, theories enable scientists to predict from certain 
variables to other variables."18 This predictive quality is 
considered the greatest value of theories. 
From a theory, meeting the definition stated above, three 
things are possible. These are: 
18Kerlinger, Fred N., Foundations of Behavior ReGearch, 2nd 
Ed., Holt, Rinehc1rt and Winston, 1973, p. 9. 
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1. The laws which the theory is devised to explain are 
deduced from it 
2 • T he th e o r y c an e ~~ p 1 a i n t h o s e 1 aw s i n a s ens e o f 
introducing ideas which are wore familiar, and 
3. The th~ory can predict new laws which ultimately turn out 
to be true. 19 
In s b o rt , -c :1 e o r l p r o v ides a l o g i cal o r d e r i n g o r ;; a ·ct e r n o :: 
observat:.on ;:.hat can .Je used £or siwpl.ifying dccision-l!1a~~.::.. n g 2.nci 
for predicting the future. Theory is necessary for any ~ci2nce 
and • ., , • J.-. ' • ~ne sopn1s~ic~cion of theories is a ~easure of the ~atur it7 
of a sc'i.enc·e __ 
The Structure. oi ~ Cantracc i ng Science 
1-Jow.-· that the s eneral character:..stics of a sc.ienc2 and t:1e 
w o ·u l _d b e. a pp r- o p r i a c e t o .~ :: a r:-, ~ n e -:: i1 e e ;~ ~ 2 n t t o ~·1 n i c i1 c. ~1 e 
contracting discipline "fits" these requirements of science. 
To revi~w, the four criteria of science are: 
1. A distinct subject matter 
2. A description and classification of the subject matter · 
3. The presumption of underlying uniformities 
regularities concerning the subject matter 
anu 
4. The adopt ion of the scientific r.iethod for studying the L/ 
subject matter 
Distinct Subject Matter 
Hunt states that one of the prerequisites for a field of 
study to become a science is for that field to have a "distinct 
subject matter" which can "serve as a focal point for 
19campbell, "What Is Science?", p. 89. 
11 
investigation." 20 The distinct subject matter of contracting 
might-be found in the explanation or definition of the 
contracting process or, more specifically, the definition of a 
contract. From a Federal Government point of view, a contract is 
defined as: 
a rautual .ly oinuing leyal reliJ.tionsn~ J thac 
ooiig~ces tne sel:2r to furnish tje suppiias or 3ervices 
( including construction} and i:he 0uyer 1:0 .:.)ay iur tne:-.1. 
It includes all types of coramit~ents ~~at obl i gate c~e 
governraent to an expenditure of appro!:)riatec1 funds and 
that 1 2xcept as ot:1endse author i::ed, are in ;,;r i ting. I n 
a~d i tion to bilateral i nstru• ent~, cont=act3 include (buc 
iJ.r2 :10t. limi-c.e.d. to) a1vards and no-c,ices oi awardG; joo 
or -J er3 o.r -cask le.c-c:ers issued under 3asic O~der:I .. ::19 
A.greeme.n.ts; ..L ette·r cont::-acts; orders .;; uch as .:)Urch<1 s e 
o rd er 3 , . u n ci er w h.i ch : the cont r act be c o• e s effect. i ~1 e ...; y 
,,·i:citten acceptanc.e or perforrac1nc2; and :.,ila.t2ral contrZlc-.: 
:-i101...L . ~ i ca tions. Cont:r acts uo not incl uae '--1_., :ran -cs a n G 
:21 
.. "\ ill o r 8 g en e r a l i z ed. ci e ~ i n i t· :. on w i .: h_ l e s 3 s i? c ~ 1 I 1 c 
modifications would be that offered by Arvis: "an agreen1ent 
. between two or more competent parties to perform some legal act 
for consideration. 11 22 
One possible candidate for the definition of the distinct 
subject matter of the contracting field is, "the stu<ly of 
acquiring goods and services in the marketplace by utilizing a 
contractual device.«23 This definition ~mphasizes the 
20 eunt, Marketing Theory, p. 13. 
21 Federal Acquisition Regulations, U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1984, Section 2:101. 
22 Arvis, Paul F., Profensor, Florida Institute of 
Technology, Fort Lee, Virginia, Interview granted 25 August 193S. 
2 3 She r 1t1 an , St an 1 e y N • , P r o f es so r , Th e Ge o r g e Has hi n gt on 
University, Washington, D.C., Interview granted 27 August 1986. 
12 
"acquiring" aspect of contracting; however, it might be 
appropriate to distinguish between contracting, purchasing and 
acquisition. Contracting does not appear to be synonymous with 
either purchasing or acquisition. Lorette defines acquisition as 
the process used by people to manage the 
integration of all activities re~uired to obtain goods 
~nd services to meet a need. 





defining a need 
soliciting and exploring alternative solutions 
conducting tests and evaluation 
choosing what to obtain 
selecting sources 
conducting price and cost analysis 
* advertising, negotiating, awarding, and 
administering contracts 
* budgeting and financing the above activities. 24 
Purchasing is a method of accomplishing the acquisition 
function; contracting can be viewed as a type of purchasing; one 
that is differentiated by the legal characteristic of the 
contract. Other types of purchasing, although less frequently 
employed, such as bartering and auctioning, generally do not 
possess this contract feature. Certainly, contracting is similar 
to purchasing in terms of buyer/seller relationships, however, 
the contract and its legal implications alters such 
relationships. Those areas of inquiry contributing to a better 
24Lorette, Richard, "Is it Acquisition? Procureraent? 
Contracting?" Government Executive, Juli 1979, pp. 38-43. 
13 
u.~aerstanding of buyer/seller relationships and characteristics 
would be a part of the subject matter of a contracting science. 
By stating "in the marketplace," Sherman's definition 
acknowledges external forces, both governmental and 
nongovernmental, which affect the contracting process. 
In a recent attempt to establish boundaries around the body 
of contracting knowledge, Lamm reported a definition ado~ted by 
the National Contract Manageraent Association (NCNA) as follows: 
Professional proficiency in contract managenent requires 
broad knowledge and a range of skills in tne areas oi: 
l • 3 u s i n e s s I-i a n a g e men t , pa r t i c u l a r l y mat e r i a .L s an CJ 
operations management, industrial markecing, financial 
raanagenentr and relatea accounting. 
2. ~he 2cono~ics of materials and operations ~anage~ent. 
3. Cost and price analysis and negotiation techniques. 
4. Legal and regulatory aspects of procurer.tent and 
contracting. 
5. Managerial planning, decision making, cor.tmunication, 
and control. 
6. Procurement and contracting policy and procedures. 
7. Management information systems, and information and 
data analysis.25 
Although this definition serves more as a basis for the knowledge 
and skill requirements of the profession than as a statement of 
the underlying, integrated, systematic body of theoretical 
knowledge, it is a useful starting point. 
25 Lar.1m .. , David V., "The Professional Body of Knowledge," 
Contract r-1anaoement, Issue 6, Vol. 25, June 1985, pp. 30-31. 
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Although there is not a clear consensus as to the definition ~ 
of contracting or a contract, there does appear to be sufficient /~. 
agreenent on the broad boundaries of the field. The firs J 
distinguishing characteristic of science is that it relates to a 
distinct subject matter. Contracting, to the extent that it can 
~e considered the study 0f acquiring g oods and services 1n tDc 
marketplace tnrough a contractual device, \;ould a ppear co sac is~y 
this requiresenc. 
Description and Classiflcation of Subject ~atter 
A classification scheme II is a type of non-theor.etical .:;yst2z:1 ·,)· 
which sets conditions for the 
~he iraportance oi 
applicaDi.l i ty of·: its ca-c.egor ica l 
) 
-::lass ii icat ion scneme.s i s cha'C. ·c:1ey 
o cd e r th e -1 n iv e r :J e o :r: t he s u o j e ct ~at t 2 r c::. n d as .:; i s -c ..:. _1 ;:: ~ ~ e: 
development of theories. The contracting literature is replete ~ 
with various attempts to model the contracting process. Sherman 
suggests that the procurement process should be viewed as a life 
cycle model on a continuum focusing on the planning phases before 
} 
contract award and the administrative actions following awara. 27 ' 
(See Figure 2). Lamm contends that the contracting process 
consists of six major phases: ( 1 ) a c q u i s it ion p 1 a nn in g , ( 2 ) 
source solicitation, (3) source evaluation and selection, (4) 
contract negotiation, (5) contract award, and (6) contract 
26 Hunt, Shelby, "The Morphology of Theory and the General 
Theory of Marketing," Journal of Marketing, Vol. 35, April 1971, 
p. 66. 
2 7 Sherman, Stanley N. , Governr,1ent Procurenent nanaoeri1ent, 
Wordcrafters Publications, 1985, pp. 220-223. 
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GENERIC PROCUREMENT MODEL 
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administration.28 This generalized model of the contracting 
process is somewhat consistent with the model established by the 
Commission on Government P rocureE1ent { COGP) which appears as 
Figure 3. Judson suggests a "profile of the characteristics of 
ordinary consumer goods compared to the characteristics of unique 
products involvihg some technical uncertainty." 29 
2 8Lamm, David V., Adjunct Professor, course lecture notes, 
Principles of Acquisition ana Contracting, Naval Postgraduate 
School, Monterey, CA. 
29 Judson, Robert R., "A 
Environments," Contract Management, 
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Perhaps the most definite attempt to develop a contracting 
classification scheme is that made by Heuer, Kingston and 
Williams in their thesis "A Proposed Definition and Taxonomy for 
Procurer.tent Research in the Departwent of Defense. 1130 The 
proposed taxonomy, al though labeled a "procurement taxonor.iy, 11 
might well serve as the basis for a contracting science 
classification scheme. This particular classification method is 
a process-oriented taxonomy in that it defines distinct 
categories along a sequential time line. Although this is an 
30 · Heuer, et al., "A Proposed Definition and Taxonor.1y for 
Procurement Research in the Department of Defense." 
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acceptable method of classifying the subject matter of 
contracting, it might not be the only or the best classification. 
Additional schemes, more useful for developing theories and for 
providing an understanding of the subject matter, will probably 
be needed. These schemes might be focused on the types of goods 
o r s e r v i c es ( s t and a r d vs . u n i q u e ) , the t yi_Je s o £ s e 11 e rs , t i1 e 
hierarchy oi relationships required by the contracting process, 
or an array of contracting functions categorized by knowledge and 
skill levels. Although additional research is required • J..1 • .1n 1..r11 s 
area, pre~iminary work indicates that contracting can ce 
class~fied and described in some manner or form. 
Underlying Unifor• icies and Regularities 
Of cje ~our cri~er i a for a science, perhaps tne wost critica~ 
is the identification and enumeration of underlying u~iformities 
and regularities. This is based on the assumption that any 
contracting knowledge must, t~ be accepted, be based in part on 
underlying uniformities and regularities of the contracting 
field. Accordingly, the bulk of the research effort for this 
article was directed towards the identification and articulation 
of those principles that were generally accepted by the 
contracting community. From an expression of these principles, 
it was felt, the uniformities and regularities which serve as 
their foundation could be atterapted. A principle, as used 
herein, is a general proposition sufficient to the series of 
phenomena under consideration to provide a guide for thought. A 
principle serves as a fundamental truth, a COQprehensive law or 
18 
doctrine from which others are derived or upon which others are 
founaea. 31 In order to identify candidate principles, 
interviews were conducted with individuals knowledgeable and 
familiar with the contracting field. The purpose of the 
interviews was to surface those concepts which might be 
considereJ c o n t r a c t i n g ~) r i n c ·i.p l r.2 s • :> remise 
particular apI.noacn was -chat if contracting principles do e:c~ .. st , 
then most, if not all, of the interviewees would be aware of 
these oas ic conc2pts anci ;.•iOuld express -cjern i.n sorne ,:o.sn.:..on 
~u=~ng che interviews. Once che concepts o~ ~ontrac=l~3 
~r~nc i ~les ~er2 e~pressec ~nd categor~zed, ~he criteri3 upon 
. . 
..:, r 1ncip.1.cs a.re eva1.uateci anc:i j ucigeci ·,;er'2. i:.1 .... : p ..:..:.2c. 
~a.DJ.. 2 .l is ,~ l i...3t ,Jf '.:he n)r inc i.. p lcs II off e reo .JY inter--1 i 2~.12es • .l ~ 
the best representation of an underlying concept or theory of 
contracting. Perhaps one of the most notable observations is 
that there was not overwhelming agreement regarding the existence 
of any one "principle." (The highest agree~ent consisted of 55% 
of the interviewees and then for only one of twelve 
distinguishable "principles") 
As can be observed by the percentage of interviewees citing 
each concept, all of those presented fell far short of general 
consensus and only one was offered by more than 50% of the 
interviewees. This is not to mean that none of the concepts 
which surfaced in this study are potential candidates as 
"principles." If the researchers had developed candidate 
31 Hunt, Harketina Theory, p. 76. 
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generalizations and then asked the interviewees the degree to 
which they agreed or disagreed with these propositions, an 
entirely different pattern of responses could have (and is 
expected to have) occurred. The idea behind this study was to 
observe what would surface as general contracting propositions or 
concepts without 9 rompting. 
It is appropriate at this point to atcennt to d2termine 
whether any of the propositions presented in Tab.~,:; l might 
satisfy t !-1e condit.i.ons of an under_ying uniforrn ::...t~7 or ~e s ular::.::y. 
is suggested that iL. o.n.e_ or r:ior2 • • I or: -cnese ( o r a n y :Yr: l1 e r 
9 :;:- op o S' i t :. .o n.s which ~i~ht be offered) c an. meet. .::.11 E; OI: 
under.lyins- uniformit·ies. and. regu l a r i"i: .:.es, th~y i ~ i :;uc 0 e 1~.:. n ,::) 
::; 2. ~mb t.l-1e l .. adder dep-ic.ted"' i.n Figure l a 
which can be (1) expressed as generalized conditionals, which (2) 
have empirical content, and (3) exhibit nomic necessity, and (4) 
which are {or can be) systematically integrated into a 
theoretical body of knowledge could be viewed as law-like 
generalizations or laws or principles. 
To demonstrate how this scheme might apply, item 2 froc 
Table 1 is selected as a candidate for an underlying uniformity 
or regularity. This proposition was stated essentially in the 
following fashion by the interviewees: Different environments 
affect contracts in a different fashion and can affect the 
effectiveness and process of a contract. As a generalized 
conditional, this proposition might be stated as follows: "If 
the environment and assumptions upon which a contract is 
20 
TABLE! 1 
CONCEPTS OF CONTRACTING PRINCIPLES 
COHCEPT PER CENT OF 
INTERVIEWEES OFFERING 
CONCEPT 
1. The principal objective of negotiations 
is to reach a fair agreement 
2. Different environnents affect contracts 
in a difrerent fashion and can affect the 
effectiveness and process of a contract 
3. Price is a function of unique goods 
vs. standard goods and is determined by 
the ~arkecplace, demand, cost and 
negotiating effort 
4. In the absence or cowpetition, less 
effective ~rocure~ents will prooabl7 
occur 
~- The Jar~ies co a contract are motivated j y 
ctifferenc factors; each party acts to 
satisfy one's own objectives 
6. The buyer has the broadest range of 
choices to meet system needs 
7. Contracting is a sequential time-phased 
process with raultiple paths; the nature 
of the products determines the path 
8. The parties to a contract intend to 
fulfill the agreement 
9. Changes to a contract are evolutionary 
and in harmony with the peculiarities 
of the time period and society in general 
10. A contract is for the acquisition of goods 
and services in the marketplace (economic 
exchange) 
11. Each party has a right not to enter into 
an agreement 















negotiated and performed are varied, then the process and 
effectiveness of the contract will oe altered." This generalized 
conditional implies that the occurrence of some phenonena (change 
in contract process and effectiveness} is associated uith some 
other phenowena (variance in environment/assumptions regarding 
contract negotiation/performance}. In a slightly more developed 
fa.rm, the generalized conditional could be restated "for any X 
(contract), if X is A (negotiated/performed in differing 
environraents), then X is 13 (changed in its ef£2ctiveness/ 
?rocess). noving to the issue of er;1pir ical content, Hunt states 
t:1at "the empirical content criterion rules out both nonsense 
... ""I 
s-;:atements and strictly analytical statements.".;,'" A nonsense 
3 t a t e o e n t ( e . g .. , ~ .. , id g et s a r ,2 al ways p r i c ea l cw ) i s e a ~j _;_ _;_ y 
understood, however, an analytical statement bears additional 
explanation. An example of the latter would be that "f is either 
h or it is not h" and any descriptive terms could be used as f 
and h. Because lawlike stateraents should say something about the 
real world and be empirically testable, strictly analytical 
statements do not qualify as lawlike.33 Examining the 
proposition selected and stated as a generalized conditional, it 
appears to meet the criterion of empirical content. It is not 
strictly analytical and through erapirical study, the relationship 
can be proven or disproven. Kennedy and others have already 
performed research in this area and have drawn several 
32 rbid., p. 68. 
33 Ib. -~ l.C • 
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conclusions pertaining to the affect of environmental factors 
upon contract ,.. ,.. . . 3 .a. e:c:rect::iveness. · As for the last criterion 
(systematically integrated into a body of knowledge), the stated 
generalization has a niche in contracting thought and thinking; 
it is not an i3olated assertion having no theoretical 
ramifications. 
Adoption oi the Scientific ~ethod 
Pernaps more than any other criterion, applicacion of the 
scientific method to the study of a apecific disc±2line, 1a often 
identified as tl1e boundary line jet~een what i s and what 1s ~ot ~ 
sc12-nc2. 35 :::?he sc-iem::if ic 1:1ethod _:s an °. . .. inves~igac i on of 
:i a -c. u r 2 0 y :::1 e a n s o f _ o o s e. :r v a i: i o n , i. n d .u c t i o n 1 ~1 y ) o c .1 ::: s :i.. ..i r 
scientific method has procedures or techniques generally 
recognized and accepted by the scientific community, these 
procedures may and will vary from one discipline to another. 
These differences in the application of the scientific method are 
• imposed by unique characteristics of the field 
under study--not by a difference in the scientific 
method •••• These differences in application are not 
34Kennedy, John J., "A Theory on Defense Principles and 
Practices in Defense Marketing," in Managerial Marketing 
Perspectives and Viewpoints, 3rd Ed., edited by Eugene J. Kelly 
and William Lazar, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1967, pp. 212-213. 
35 Anderson, Paul F. ,"I-Iarketing, Scientific Progress, and 
Scientific Methods," Journal of Marketing, Vol. 47, No. 4, Fall 
1983, p. 18. 
3 6 Heuer, et al. , "A P reposed Definition and Ta:wnor:iy for 
Procurement Research in the Department of Defense," p~ 45. 
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necessitated by nature, but rather the differences are 
the result of ~~man limitations in applying the 
scientific method. 
Ziman supports this concept of human limitations in the 
application of scientific methods, particularly in the social 
sciences: II . the idea of consensus is there, 0ut the intel-
lectual techniques by which it might 0e creaced and enlar~ed see~ 
elusive. 1138 
Given the rat~er "soft" nature of the subject macter o i 
contracting, in terms of :1ur.1an 0ehavior and I • o • raot.i va-ci on, 
appear tnat 1.:he subj_ect matt2r: is too elusive to permit: rigorous 
examination and analysis... ·r.his is not necessar il.y the cz:1.s2. T:1e 
u l t i mat ,2 •;i o a .1. . o :E t.h e 3 c.i en ti :E i c m e.t.h o d .: s -c. :i a.t c. .;.12 c 2 sea r:: :1 
_;;ro c.i uc-c 0e accepted by the ~roiess iona l ..::; 01 tu:1uni t-[. 
accomplished by having research results freely published, 
reviewed and criticized by the community of contracting 
professionals. The scientific method is a means of obtaining 
valid research for the discovery of laws and principles, however, 
the use of such methods does not itself evolve a science39 • The 
scientific method is an acknowledged procedure, however, this 
proceaure is a relative concept; having different meaning and 
applicability to different disciplines. Anderson states that 
" it is more important to ask what methodologies will 
convince the community of a particular research product, than to 
37 rbid., p.46. 
38 ziman, Public Knowledge, p.28. 
39Bartels, "Can Marketing Be A Science?" P. 325. 
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ask what is the correct method." 40 Each discipline must 
acknowledge the method that will be used for research validation 
and act accordingly. 
Although levels of rigor for accepting contracting research 
results may not be high initially, the levels will increase as 
Gore contracting professionals become raore concerned regarding 
the credibility and reputation of t~e discipline. The adoption 
of higher levels of rigor will force the use of more stringent 
and reliable methods of testing. In ·the final analysis, t~ose 
initiating a new iaea, concept or theory shoula not be concerned 
with determining the correct scientific method, out r~ther shoula 
s e e i< o u -c. t h e me t h o d w 11 i c h w i 11 c o n v i n c e t n e ;:) i:" of es s i on a 1. 
comrLmnity of the validity and soundness of t :·1e _Jart1cular iciea, 
concept or theory.41 
Obviously, research conducted in a rigorous, well-structured 
fashion will more likely achieve consensus than that conducted in 
a haphazard, undisciplined manner. The task for the researcher 
is to design and follow an approach which is best able to obtain 
the general consensus necessary for the product to be considered 
credible and reliable. Regardless of the exact nethod followed 
in proving or disproving hypotheses and in conducting research, 
the vitality of the scientific process lies in the three areas of 
speculative thinking, deductive reasoning and empirical 
40Anderson, "Marketing, Scientific Progress, and Scientific 
Methods," p. 25. 
41 Ibid. 
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observation. 42 The degree of rigor involved in these cognitive 
processes, particularly the last two, will determine the degree 
of acceptance accorded the results. To the extent that 
contracting researchers can perform the research process outlined 
above, and to the extent that general consensus can be reached 
regarding well-designed and rigorously conducted research, tne 
criterion of science concerning application of the scientific 
method to the contracting field will appear to have been • et. 
Two other observations regarding the potential for the 
contracting field to become a science are offered. First, the 
Hood-Strayer t1odel concerning sequential research ·needs in 
~rocure • ent suggests six stages through which researcb 
''3 t rans it ions in t l1 e e vol u ti on of a a is c i !..J l in e . 4 These i.n c.: Gd e : 
(1) Definition of the field - involving descriptive and 
demographic studies; (2) Differentiation of the field - involving 
comparative and exploratory studies, need analysis; (3) Standard 
setting - involving normative-descriptive studies and evaluative 
research; (4) Technological refinement - involving experimental 
research and theory building; (5) Respectability and dynamics of 
the field - involving historical, biographical, field-evaluative, 
survey-descriptive and comparative studies; and (6) Understanding 
the dynamics of the field - involving institutional, 
42 Taylor, Weldon J., "Is Marketing a Science? Revisited," 
Journal of Marketing, Vol. 29, July 1965, p. 52. 
43 Hood, Joseph L. and Daniel E. Strayer, "Sequential 
Research Needs in the Evolving Discipline of Procurement," paper 
presented to Sixth Annual DOD Procurement Research Sy1a11osium, 
U.S. Military Academy, West Point, New York, June 1977. 
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environraental, force-field and prediction studies. Hood and 
Strayer contend that procurement (contracting) may be entering 
Stage 6 of their nodel, however, the authors of this article 
contend that contracting may only be making entry into stage 4 
wnich is characterized oy hypothesis testing, empirical analysis 
and theor7 building. 
The secon~ piece of evidence supporting tne evolution of a 
contracting science lies in the application of Kuhn's Paradig• 
I-lode l. According to Kuhn, a scienca ~regresses through 9 hases 
that are directly :related. to ~~1e at1:ainment of wore :;oonistic::i.ted 
a- n d c o h e .. s · i . v e t h e o r i e s a n ti i d e a s w n i ch 11 av e r e s u l ·:. 2 u .i: r o D 
. . .. - . . . - - . , ,. sc1.entir1.c 1nquir::t ~na uiscover-y. · !•.? ~unn 1 s ;hases inc i ucie: ( 1 \ - J 
A. g e o i Eh i l o s o p n y - c h a r a c t 2 r i :.: e d .J y v a g u e , a D s t r ~ c -:. o r 
speculative knowledge where .the subject matter appears too 
complex or intangible to permit genuine experimentation and 
research; (2) Period of Discovery - characte_rized by new 
developments, observations and discoveries which shed some light 
on the subject matter causing the vague, abstract generalizations 
to give way to many nore contradictory and speculative theories; 
(3) Epoch of Breakthrough - characterized by a general pattern 
of explanation where a set of theories becomes more refined and 
more capable of explaining the phenomenon of the subject matter, 
thus gaining acceptance by a greater number of people in the 
field, and (4) Classical Phase -characterized by a refinement of 
4 '1r\uhn, Thomas s., The Structure of Scientific Revolution, 
2nd Ed., University.of Chicago Press, 1970, pp. 10-34. 
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the paradigm, the hardening of theory into orthodoxy, and a 
restructuring of the paradi-gm through norwal ·science 
investigation which causes anomalies to be discovered, tbus 
triggering a "scientific revolution". 45 A review of the 
contracting discipline over the last several years would indicate 
that contr~cting .:.s probably involved in the 11 Period of 
Discovery. 11 Better rnetnods oi measuring and observing contr2ct 
performance, contractor motivation and buying strategies have led 
to the development and expression oi ~ore and more ~neories 
capable o:c el~plaining and ,:,nedict.ing 3ome oi .:be )hen01:1ena, .Jut 
not aL .. of. it. Theories of Jricing, neqotiating and competiti.on,. 
to na~e a f~w, nave ~een J ~oposeci. ~.cc.duall.7, a~ cesea r ~ i l 
t2ctrniques advanc2, ~ore sopnist2..c.:n:ea and .?.Dstr.J.ct -::~1ecr .::..es .1:i.l..:.. 
be proposed which have .greater explanatory and predictive pouer 
and which gain greater acceptance. In this respect, it is not 
inconceivable that a paradigm may eventqally be articulated 
within the contracting field. Because this paradigm forculation 
and acceptance is the best indication that a discipline is a 
science, it seems plausible that contracting will evolve into a 
science. 
The Purpose of a Contracting Science 
To what end is it appropriate to pursue the idea that 
contracting might be a science? Because there are many arguments 
and controversies pertaining to the establishment of any science 
involving "human behavior" factors, it would appear that the 
45 rbid.·, pp. 10-65. 
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values and achievements of "science" status must be great enough 
to· counter the criticism and to warrant the effort involved in 
the determination process. Through a review of the literature, 
several achievements and benefits have been identified. 
First, science and its characteristics, focus on 
relationshi; •s. Science puts heavy emphasis on ootaining greater 
precision of relationships among phenomena under staced 
conditions. 46 Contracting as a process or as a collection of 
functions or as a progression of events and activities can 
def~nitely 0e characterized as a set of relationships. These 
would include the ouyer-seller relationship, the relationshi~ 
6etween certain and uncertain goods, and the relationshif oetween 
pr ic·ing stracegies and outcomes, to name but a few. Recording 
just facts and figures is not good enough; .searching for cause 
and effect relationships is dictated by the science 
characteristics. 
Secondly, science concentrates on the use of abstract 
concepts. Science attempts to simplify understanding of 
relationships through the use of abstract concepts which permit 
generalizations.47 This abstraction feature is critical for 
gaining the general consensus necessary for a science. With the ~ 
proliferation of facts and knowledge resulting frora increased 
research, the" • integration of knowledge on higher planes of 
46 Thornpson, James D., "On Building an P:.dministrative 
Scienc~," Administrative Science Quarterly, June 1956, p.104. 
47 rbid, pp. 104-105. 
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unification and abstraction ." is neeaea. 48 Science, because 
it places a high priority on the abstraction of concepts into 
generalized statements, can be extremely useful in the 
integration/unification process. The development of abstract 
conceptual schemes also opens new frontiers in human behavior and 
suggests additional avenues for observation and experi~ent. 49 
Third, science supports and even decands the development of 
operational definitions. 
Science requires that concepts be defined by a series of 
op e r a t i o n s ,..-1 h i c ~1 p e rm i t the s-e n so :.:- y p e :: c e p t.i on a. n d 
identif-ication of the phenomena referred to by those 
concepts. Operational definitions make possi..Jl2 
independent repetition of observations bv scientists in - - .-D -
@any Jlaces at nany different tirnes.~l 
Contracting faces the same definitional problems cnac J-asue 
other disciplines, e.g., no one coraraonly accepted definition for 
a term or phase used extensively throughout the field. Through 
more rigorous development and application of operational 
definitions, semantic difficulties can be reduced, more precise 
relationships can be identified and a more exacting application 
of the scientific method can be attempted. 
Fourth, a contracting science will help to focus the efforts 
of researchers while in turn supporting the credibility of their 
efforts. William and Arvis contend that: 
48Bartels, Robert, "General Theory of Marketing," Journal of 
Marketing, Vol. 32, January 1968, p.29. 
49Taylor, "Is Marketing a Science? Revisited," p. 57. 
SOThompson, "On Building an Administrative Science," p. 105. 
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Researchers will find core order in their output, and 
will have confidence in the vali6ity of the accumulated 
body of knowledge. A.cadeinicians will be able to teach 
not only contracting techniques and policy (c1s is the 
bulk of most curriculum togfy), but also the theory 
behind contracting phenomena. 
Finally, through science and the previously mentioned 
achiever.ients, decision Gak2rs will be g reatly a ssi.:::itea -: :i1 :: i.1 ei.r 
e ffor~3 t o i i nd dolucions to ?erpiexing and co~plicated ;raol2Ds. 
o:a fas bioned j udgr.:ental dee is ion- r~ak .:ng wi.=.2. je suppl an teci '-:Jy ::. 




possibility. Stating, however, that a field of study "qualifies" 
as a science does not mean that it is a science. To achieve true 
science status, the attitudes, actions and beliefs of those 
within the £ ield must "qualify" as well. Additionally, science 
is characterized by patterns of activity which NcAgnew and Pyke 
refer .to as the "trademarks" of science.53 These "traderaarks," 
which distinguish science from other fields, include: 
51williams and Arvis, "The Possibility of a Contracting 
Science," p. 28. 
52 Buzzell, Robert D., "Is Harketing a Science?," Harvard 
Business Review, Vol. 41, January-February 1963, p. 4. 
53 McAgnew, Neil and Sandra w. Pyke, The Science Game, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969, pp. 8-10. 
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1. An emphasis on the accurate reporting of what was 
observed by the researcher 
2. The experimentation and manipulation of data, events, 
and so on in order to obtain a better understanding of 
cause and effect relationships 
3. Expansion of the scope of scientific information to 
include information that i s oi a i asting, generalized, 
wiJer applicaoility nature 
4. The utilization of elanorate methods to miniwize ::.ne 
nuraber of errors t~at may creep into scientific 
research 
5. The use of rriore detailed and objective language in a11y 
an~all communicati-0ns 
Onde r l'ying these scie·nce r::adeTI1ar:,3 · Ls., t.h.e c.onc2pt •J:t 
- es~) on s .: trLl. it y as a pp lie a c :) the t ;:-1 e o ce t.i.c:i .. a.n c:i n ~ '.:: ~1 c 
_1 rac-c.itJ.oner- .. ~1esponsio il.ity, .::.n c. .:.1 i.s c~mte:~t, means tile coc.: ~:c·-: 
j_oenti::ication of com:racting pro_o l ems, concepts and phenor.12na.; 
the accurate examination and study of these phenomena; and the 
proper reporting and publication of research results. This 
responsibility includes a commitment to the asking of "why" 
guest ions. Dixon states that scientific inquiry is the ". 
continual moraentun towards self-correction which propels 
scientific interpretation of the world core closely towards the 
trustworthy and reliable--towards the truth." 54 Inquir.y is 
needed and is essential, · but beyond this, the entire community 
has the responsibility to constantly review, criticize and 
accept/reject scientific research results. Science is" ••• the 
activity of an international community of research workers who 
54oixon, Bernard, What Is Science For? Harper and Row, 1973, 
p. 35. 
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constantly cross-check their work and criticize each other." 55 
This constant evaluation and criticism is essential, for it 
provides the means of validating existing ideas and concepts as 
well as subjecting new ideas and concepts to a rigorous standard 
of introduction. It serves, for individuals within the field, as 
the vehicle £or obtaining general consensus and agreement so 
necessary to tne advancement of knowledge. The authority of 
science is, in fact, derived from this social responsibility of 
critical review and evaluation. 56 
The concept of science is also a mindset, one that requires 
rigorous analysis and testing of hypotheses, diligent search for 
caus~l re l a~ i onsni9s, and constant evaluation of theories as 
~xplanations oi pnenonena. Professionals wit~in the science are 
responsible _for the quality of the work of others just as much as 
they are responsible for their own work and actions. Science 
implies that individuals will do those things that are the 
trademark of science. By adhering to the concepts and meaning of 
science, the achievements noted earlier in this article might be 
obtained. Science, therefore, is more than an honorific title; 
it is a way of life. 
Contracting Research 
The increased importance and significance of contracting has 
demanded emphasis on the conduct of contracting research. Such 
55 Ibid. 
56 Friedlander, Hichael w., The Conduct of Science, Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1972, p. 33. 
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research is needed to provide insight and understanding into the 
many intricacies, relationships and complexities of contracting. 
Contracting research, as currently conducted, is flawed in many 
respects. Difficulties exist in understanding the nature of 
contracting research, in the valid identification of contracting 
?roblems, in the proper evaluation of research results, in ,:he 
integration of research efforts into a systematic body of 
knowledge, in the maintenance of research objectivity, and in the 
~stablishment of a coherent research data base. These problei-ns 
hamper the 2£fectiveness and reliability of contracting research. 
It is entirely feasible that by approaching contracting fro@ a 
3cience 9er3pective, many of these difficulties could be reciuced 
. . . . d o.r e_:_.1:mina-ce • 
Conclusion 
In examining the issue of contracting as a science, the 
authors offer the following: 
1. The field of contracting encompasses a distinct subject 
matter - the acquiring of goods and services in the marketplace 
through the utilization of a contractual instrument -which 
permits focused investigation and examination. 
2. The subject rn~tter of contracting can be organized, 
classified and described. A proposed ta,:onomy, based on tlle 
contracting process, has already been introduced into the 
literature. Other classification schemes, to a lesser developed 
degree, can also be discerned and should be refined. 
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3. The scientific nethod has been and can continue to be 
used in the conduct of contracting research. Th i s r.1 e t hod 
concerning speculative thinking, deductive reasoning and 
empirical observation has relevance to the study of contracting 
phenomena. 
-= . Sen er al :J r ~ 11 c i D"l es of cont r act ::.. n g 2 :~ :.. s t and ::: nn .J e 
identified. Individuals within the contracting · fieia are aware 
of and ianiliar with concepts that can 0e classifieJ as 
.Eundamentai. truths whic!1 are •Jf si~ni £icanc2 a.nd imnort.anc:2. ::o 
' i, c •. e concract ~ng Jrofession. 
S. Jnue:r 7 7ino un:.formit.:es ,:md :-eoula.r i ties conc-e.r.ning c12 
..JUb J ec:: ... a-c-:: e r oi com:.:-ac:::.ng cnn '..:;e i uent:::.::.:..:2d .::ma" articul.2·:.2-..: 
"'·1 in ci i \i i au al.::; ·,;it :i in i: l J e I .i. e l j • --:i: l1 es e ~ n.ii:.o.r.rn Lt L:~.s . an · .. 
regulariiies form the basis for empirical generalities which lead 
ultimately to laws and principles. 
6. Contracting is evolving into a science. This article 
has de@onstrated significant steps in the direction of science, 
however, a sense of responsibility for protecting the credibility 
of the contracting discipline must be shared by tr1e professional 
people within the community. A responsibility for questioning 
contracting unknowns, for rigorously analyzing and testing ideas, 
and for scrupulously reviewing all research work is needed both 
to advance the knowledge of the field and to safeguard the 
reputatlo~ ~t the field. 
7. Research effort should be devoted to the development of 
contracting theories. Theories are developed to explain and 
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predict phenomena, not just describe the phenomena. Too often, 
contracting research is focused on the "how" of a particular 
problem and not the "why." Cause and effect relationships need 
to be carefully examined and theories explaining these 
relationships need to be proposed. The offering_ of oossible 
theories ai contracting Jhenoraena will significantly acivance tnc 
knowledge of t h e contracting discipline. 
testing is required, but the deveiopment oi theories is a crucia~ 
~eginning of ~he testing process . 
.J . Con tr acting ::-esearch ::1eeds to o e ·., ub l j_sEed and :.:nar.e~ 
~itn t h e cont r acting community. The f ul i di s s e~inati o n oi 
con tr-ac::1l1g research permits ::he c l..ose scrm::.ny d. nci e ~~arJin a.c_ ~)n 
t ~1. a t 2. ::; a e e .J 2 iJ :;.:: o r c n e ·J a ...:.. .i d a i: i . o n ,) :c 
Intellectual discussion of new ideas and approaches is necessary 
for verifying the content of the research and for achieving the 
universal agreement so necessary for a science. 
The increased importance and significance of contracting nas 
placed greater visibility and emphasis on the field, which in 
turn has generated greater interest and concern over the quality 
of performance in the field. Individuals are becoming more 
interested in uncovering the answers to tough questions. 
Likewise, they are also concerned about the raanner in which these 
answers are discovered and disseminated. As more answers are 
made known, more explanations accepted, and more individuals 
accept the responsibility for protecting the reputation of the 
profession; contracting will become a science. 
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Specifying the boundaries or limits of a contracting science 
is an essential first step in the evolution of a contracting 
science. By defining the subject matter, research efforts become 
more focused and concentrated. Greater insight is gained 
regarding specific relationships underlying the subject matter. 
The concept of a contracting science offered in this article, 
at t era pt s to a c 11 i eve these go a 1 s . Cr it i cal e v a~ u at ion £ r o hl 
contracting professionals is required to validate this concept. 
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